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Foundations clearly important to good practice
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Pseudorandom bit generators [BM,Y]
Probabilistic encryption, semantic security [GM]
Digital signatures unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attack [GMR]
Zero-knowledge interactive proofs [GMR]

What attracted me:
Cryptography = Philosophy made precise
Silvio offered a humanist perspective
Security was a human concern, studied in a social context

To Silvio and Shafi, interactive proofs were about our human ability to
convince and be convinced
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Creativity broadly construed, inspired by, and applicable to, to all walks of life
Holistic view of the role of creativity, research and the non-stereotypical viewpoint
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Spoke particularly to me, who had come to science lately, my first interests
being literature and history
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Menu du jour	

Pour commencer

Un problème de chiffrage avec les fruits
de mer
A suivre

Le Spaghetti alla Norma à la façon de Silvio
Et pour finir

Un théorème et le cassata

More seriously, in my view, …

This holistic sense of research leads to more meaningful science.
The culture in which it was created was important to the depth,
quality and impact of the work produced.
A paper, to Silvio, was a work of art and literature, not just science,
and should be written accordingly.

Have no mercy on
your own writing!

Founding Cryptography on Oblivious Transfer
Joe Kilian, MIT
Introduction
Cryptographers seldom sleep well at night [M] … A polytime algorithm for factoring would certainly prove more
crushing than any paltry fluctuation of the Dow Jones …

References
[M] Micali, Silvio, Personal Communication.
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MD5 was arguably
the most influential piece of practical cryptography of its
decade. Ubiquitously used, 720 places in Windows alone.
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Kerberos CBC
MAC PKCS#1
SHA1

Thanks to Ron and Adi for being:	

Models of the successful integration of theory and practice.
Inspiring community presences.
…
And thanks to Ron for leading the nomination for
Silvio and Shafi’s Turing Award!
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Theory

Practice

Definitions of security
Confidence via proof
Asymptotic, slow starting points
(number theory)

Informal security requirements
Confidence via cryptanalysis
Finitary, fast starting points
(blockciphers, hash functions, …)

Public-key cryptography, MPC, …

Symmetric cryptography, session-key
distribution, …

Assume block ciphers (eg.
DES, AES) are PRFs/PRPs
Random-Oracle Model

Analysis of classical modes (CBC, CTR, …)
Symmetric encryption, MACs, AE, …
New modes
Practical PKE and Digital Signatures

Definitions and proven-secure protocols for session-key exchange

Provable-Security in Use
Ran Canetti	

Hugo Krawczyk	


Up to 40 standards based on this line of work.

HMAC [BCK] is in TLS, IPSEC, 802.11e, …
You are using it for gmail or Internet credit-card
based purchases.

Changed the perception of theory: Standards bodies now ask for proofs
for higher-level schemes.

Format-Preserving Encryption [BTRS]
Usage	
  and	
  deployment:	
  
• Verifone	
  
• Voltage	
  	
  
• Pharmasecure	
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Be a valid credit-card number
Be a member of a certain language

Ciphertext must have the same format
as the plaintext

From theory, towards ``practice,’’ what I have found
Very useful
Definitions
Feasibility results

Not useful
Schemes / Constructions
Even ones supposed to be ``efficient’’

Semantic security, indistinguishability [GM]
Unforgeability under chosen-message attack [GMR]
PRFs [GGM]

So in my experience, actual and claimed applicability in theoretical
work are not in correspondence …

Used by over a million people

From theory, towards ``practice,’’ what I have found
Very useful
Definitions
Feasibility results

Not useful
Schemes / Constructions
Even ones supposed to be ``efficient’’

Other conclusions are possible for other definitions of ``useful to practice’’
Other people can provide examples and experiences that are different
This experience may merely reflect my own limitations …

DEFINITIONS
RANDOM ORACLES
Can we make the random-oracle
paradigm sound?
Instantiating Random Oracles via UCEs
Bellare, Hoang, Keelveedhi
Crypto 2013
Cryptology ePrint Archive 2013/424

UCE (Universal Computational Extractor): A new DEFINITION of security
for (keyed) hash functions.
UCE functions can provably instantiate random oracles for a variety of
schemes and goals including D-PKE, MLE, HC, PKE, OAEP, KDM, RKA,
PFOB, STORE, GB, …

Random Oracle Model (ROM) and Paradigm [BR93]
Access to this procedure
given to scheme algorithms
as well as to the adversary.

RO(x)
x

If T [x] = ? then T [x]
Return y
T [x]

$

y

{0, 1}l(k)

Step 1: Design scheme, and prove it secure, in the ROM
Example: BR93 PKE
pk = f ,

Thm: [BR93] If the TDP is oneway then this ROM PKE scheme
is INDCPARO

sk = f

1

EfRO (M )

Pick x at random
Return C
(f (x), RO(x)

M)

Random Oracle Model (ROM) and Paradigm [BR93]
Step 2: Instantiate RO to obtain a standard-model scheme
We will consider instantiation via a family of functions. This is a
deterministic, poly-time map H
K
y 2 {0, 1}l(k)
H
x
Example: BR93 PKE
Instantiated (standard-model) scheme

pk = (f, K),

sk = (f
H(K,·)

E f,K (M ) = Ef

1 , K)

(M )

Target security notion: INDCPA

E f,K (M )

Pick x at random
Return C
(f (x), H(K, x)

M)

Random Oracle Model (ROM) and Paradigm [BR93]
Suggestion: The instantiated scheme is secure as long as H
``behaves like a RO.’’
In practice: H(K, x) = SHA1(Kkx)

Random Oracle Model (ROM) and Paradigm [BR93]
Step 1: Design scheme, and prove it
secure, in the ROM

Rigorous step, proving security
in a well-defined model

Step 2: Instantiate RO via a family H
to obtain a standard-model scheme

Instantiation step

Suggestion: The instantiated
scheme is secure as long as H
``behaves like a RO.’’

Heuristic claim

In practice: H(K, x) = SHA1(Kkx)

Suggested instantiation

ROM paradigm: rationale and usage

Theory
ROM is widely used to produce practical schemes:
OAEP [BR94], PSS, [BR96], …
ROM schemes are deployed and standardized, and run in our
browsers.
The paradigm seems to ``work’’ in practice: deployed schemes have
not been broken.
ROM has been used to give the first solutions to certain problems:
IBE [BF], D-PKE [BBO], …

Practice

ROM-Paradigm Critiques
Step 1: Design scheme, and prove it secure, in
the ROM
Step 2: Instantiate RO via a family H to obtain
a standard-model scheme
Suggestion: The instantiated scheme is
secure as long as H ``behaves like a RO.’’

The ROM proof does
not apply to the
instantiated scheme

It is not clear what this means.
What guarantee do we have that the instantiated
scheme is secure?

Counter-examples
Theorem: [CGH98,MRH04] There exist
ROM encryption schemes that are
• Secure in the ROM
• Insecure under any instantiation of RO
RO (M )
Epk

The scheme in which RO is instantiated by
H can be broken if a program
implementing H(K,.) is the message M
encrypted.

View M as executable code
Pick x at random and let y
M (x)
If y = RO(x) then do BUG!
Else encrypt securely under pk

Further counter-examples: Ni02, GoTa03, BBP04, CGH04, BDWY12,
BCPT13, …

The debate continues …

The RO paradigm is
theoretically unsound.
It can yield insecure
instantiated schemes.

Your counter-examples are artificial.
The paradigm has not failed in practice.
You have some alternative?

But, often these without-RO schemes are:
• More complex and less efficient than ROM ones
• Based on newer and stronger algebraic assumptions
This assumption may not offer
better real-world security

RSA+ROM

q-ABDHE assumption

The core problem: Lack of a definition
Step 1: Design scheme, and prove it secure, in
the ROM
Step 2: Instantiate RO via a family H to obtain
a standard-model scheme
Suggestion: The instantiated scheme is
secure as long as H ``behaves like a RO.’’

The ROM proof does
not apply to the
instantiated scheme

It is not clear what this means.
What guarantee do we have that the instantiated
scheme is secure?

We lack a formal DEFINITION of what it
means for a family of functions to
``behave like a random oracle.”

Want: Instantiable RO Paradigm
Step 1: Design scheme, and prove it
secure, in the ROM
Step 2: Instantiate RO via a family H
to obtain a standard-model scheme
Step 3: Prove that the instantiated
scheme is secure as long as H
meets some definition X.
In practice: H(K, x) = SHA1(Kkx)

Rigorous step, proving security
in a well-defined model
Instantiation step
Also a rigorous step, proving
security in the standard model
under a well-defined assumption.
Suggested instantiation

We cannot hope to find (achievable) X where this works for ALL schemes.
But we would like to cover interesting sub-classes of schemes.
Why bother with steps 1, 2? The instantiated scheme remains the existing
or deployed one, and its proof ideally leverages the ROM proof and result.

What we would gain from this Instantiable RO paradigm
The instantiated (deployed) scheme has a proof in the standard model
under a standard-model assumption.
A well defined assumption is being made on H rather than assuming it
``behaves like a RO.’’ Cryptanalysis can be used to determine whether
or not H meets the assumption.
The suggestion (hope) is that this will address some of the (valid)
critiques of the RO paradigm.

Previous work

Very successful definition that works when the
adversary does NOT have the key, meaning
cannot compute the function.

X = PRF: [GGM86]

X = POWHF (Perfectly One-Way Hash Functions): [C97,CMR98]
X = Non-malleable hash functions: [BCFW09]
X = CIH (Correlated-input-secure hash functions): [GOR11]

Limited applicability

Canetti’s Oracle-Hashing paper [C97] was the first to
articulate and seek an instantiable RO paradigm

Our work [BHK]
We suggest:

X = UCE

We illustrate applicability: UCE hash functions can securely instantiate
the RO HASH in for schemes and goals including: D-PKE, MLE, HC,
PKE, OAEP, KDM, RKA, PFOB, STORE, GB, …
In several cases, this yields the first schemes without random oracles.
Our instantiated schemes maintain the efficiency of the starting ROM
schemes.

Let H be a family of functions.

K
x

H

y 2 {0, 1}l(k)

We want to say what it means for H to be UCE-secure.

Source

UCE
x1

x2

xn

HK

HK

HK

S

Y1

b

$

{0, 1}

Yb
Y0 : random

Informally: Y1 looks random.

Source

UCE
x1

xn

x2

Leakage
S

L

b'

D
HK

K

HK

HK

Distingsuisher
Y1

b

$

{0, 1}

Yb
Y0 : random

0
Advuce
H,(S,D) (k) = 2 Pr[b = b]

1

H is UCE-secure if Advuce
H,(S,D) (·) is negligible for every poly-time D and
every poly-time S.
Informally: Y1 looks random given L.
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H,(S,D) (k) = 2 Pr[b = b]
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H is UCE-secure if Advuce
H,(S,D) (·) is negligible for every poly-time D and
every poly-time S.
Not possible! L could contain (x1 ,Yb), and D could check whether
HK(x1) equals the first component of the vector Yb.

Source

UCE
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xn

x2

Leakage
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b'
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HK
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HK
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{0, 1}

Yb
Y0 : random

0
Advuce
H,(S,D) (k) = 2 Pr[b = b]

1

uce
H is UCE-secure if AdvH,(S,D) (·) is negligible for every poly-time D and
every poly-time, unpredictable S.

Computing any xi given L is hard.
Informally: Y1 looks random given L as long as you cannot compute any xi.

UCE: Formally
Game UCE

HASH(x)

main()
{0, 1}k

K $
;b
L $ S HASH (1k )
b0 $ D(1k , K, L)
Return (b = b0 )

$

{0, 1}

If not T [x] then
If b = 1 then T [x]
H(K, x)
Else T [x] $ {0, 1}l(k)
Return T [x]

(S,D)
Advuce
(k) ) true]
H,(S,D) (k) = 2 Pr[UCE

1

uce
H is UCE-secure if AdvH,(S,D) (·) is negligible for every poly-time D and
every poly-time, unpredictable S.

The unpredictability condition: Formally
Game Pred
main()
S HASH (1k )

L $
x $ U (1k , L)
Return (x 2 X)

HASH(x)
If not T [x] then T [x]
X
X [ {x}
Return T [x]

$

{0, 1}l(k)

(S,U )
Advpred
(k) ) true]
S,U (k) = Pr[Pred

S is unpredictable if Advpred
S,U (·) is negligible for every poly-time U.

Note: The family H appears nowhere. Unpredictability is an attribute
of the source alone.

Applications of UCE
Deterministic PKE: Instantiate the EwH scheme of [BBO] to get first PRIV-secure, standardmodel scheme. Usage: Efficiently-searchable database encryption.
Message-locked encryption: Instantiate the CE scheme of [BKR,DABST]. Usage: Secure
cloud storage permitting space savings via deduplication.
Hardcore bits: Extract poly-many simultaneously hardcore bits from any one-way function.
Usage: PKE, instantiation of BR93 scheme.
Point-function obfuscation: Instantiate the [LPS] scheme to obtain a simple, efficient,
standard-model point-obfuscation scheme.
Encryption of key-dependent messages (KDM): Instantiate the [BRS] scheme to obtain a
simple, efficient, standard-model KDM-secure encryption scheme. Usage: Disk encryption.
Encryption secure against related-key attack (RKA): A simple, efficient, standard-model,
RKA-secure encryption scheme. Usage: Tamper-resistant encryption.
Garbled circuits: Adaptively-secure garbling schemes with short tokens. Usage: Verifiable
outsourcing.
OAEP: IND-CPA-KI security of RSA-OAEP [BR]. Usage: PKCS#1.

UCE: Features and Limitations
Allows instantiation of ROs when the inputs to which the good parties
apply the RO are unknown (unpredictable) to the adversary.
Good for many applications, as we saw.
CGH-style impossibility results do not seem to apply.
Does not handle CCA, Signatures, IBE, …
The hard part is usually to prove unpredictability of the source. But this is
a ROM claim and can exploit existing ROM results.

Recent work [HSW13] instantiates the random
oracle in FDH signatures

Deterministic PKE [BBO07]
R-PKE

D-PKE

pk
M
coins

pk
E

C

M

E

C

PRIV
IND-CPA
Semantic-security on unpredictable,
pk-independent messages.

D-PKE provides efficiently searchable encryption of
records in outsourced databases.

Instantiating EwH
ROM EwH D-PKE scheme [BBO07]:
Epk (M ) = E pk (M ; RO(pkkM ))
D-PKE

R-PKE

coins

Theorem [BBO07]: If E is IND-CPA-secure then E is PRIV-secure in
the ROM.
Theorem [BHK13]: If E is IND-CPA-secure and H is UCE-secure
then the instantiated scheme
E(pk,K) (M ) = E pk (M ; H(K, pkkM ))
is PRIV-secure.
First standard-model PRIV-secure D-PKE scheme.
Previous standard model schemes achieved security for restricted
sources [BoFeON08,BrSe11,FuONRe12].

Message-Locked Encryption (MLE) [BKR12]
D
M

K

K

C

Enables secure de-duplication: Server stores
a single ciphertext C for all users that want to
store an encryption of the same message M.
Google Drive, bitcasa, Dropbox, TahoeFS, …

E

PRV$-CDA

Definition of privacy for MLE [BKR12]

CE MLE scheme // Based on convergent encryption [DABST02]
• K(M ) = RO(M )
• E is deterministic symmetric encryption
Theorem [BKR12]: CE is PRV$-CDA-secure in the ROM.

Message-Locked Encryption (MLE)
D
M

K

K

CE MLE scheme:
C

• K(M ) = RO(M )
• E is deterministic symmetric encryption

E

Theorem [BKR12]: CE is PRV$-CDA-secure in the ROM.

Theorem [BHK13]: If H is UCE-secure then the instantiated MLE scheme
• K(M ) = H(K, M )
• E is deterministic symmetric encryption
is PRV$-CDA-secure.

KDM-secure encryption [CL01,BRS02]

Symmetric encryption.
Randomized.

Encryption key
L

Definition of security for keydependent messages
[BRS02] in which this
is chosen by the adversary

E

g

C

M

BRS02 scheme:
EL (M )

Pick R at random
Return C
(R, Hash(RkL)

M)

Theorem [BRS02]: If Hash is a
RO then E is KDM-secure.

Instantiated scheme, first try:
E(L,K) (M )

Pick R at random
Return C
(R, H(K, RkL)

M)

This won’t work!
For UCE, M cannot depend on K.
But for KDM, it must.

KDM-secure encryption [CL01,BRS02]

Symmetric encryption.
Randomized.

Encryption key
L

Definition of security for keydependent messages
[BRS02] in which this
is chosen by the adversary

E

g

C

M

BRS02 scheme:
EL (M )

Pick R at random
Return C
(R, Hash(RkL)

M)

Theorem [BRS02]: If Hash is a
RO then E is KDM-secure.

Our instantiated scheme:
Theorem [BHK13]: If H is UCEsecure then E is KDM-secure.

EL (M )

K $ {0, 1}k
Return C
(K, H(K, L)

M)

UCE hash functions from ROs
Theorem [BHK13]: In the random-oracle model,
H(K, x) = RO(Kkx)

is UCE-secure.

Practical instantiation via blockciphers or cryptographic hash functions:
• H(K,M) = AES(K,M) is NOT UCE-secure
• SHA256 is not UCE-secure since it is not keyed
• HMAC-SHA256 is a potential candidate

If we can (currently) only achieve UCE in the ROM, what
have we gained?

The statement ``H is UCE-secure’’ makes sense.
The statement ``H behaves like a RO’’ does not.
Cryptanalysis can assess whether the first statement is true or false.
That is not true for the second statement.
Our instantiated, deployed schemes are now proven in the standard model.

Pairing-based cryptography

BDH

Short
Signatures

LIN

Group
Signatures

q-SDH

Broadcast
Encryption

BDHI

ABE

BDDHE

NIZK

Subgroup
Decision

...
...

IBE

Generic group model
Issues and counter-examples similar to (or
This paradigm works!
worse than!) those for the ROM [Fi00,De02]
• Get new capabilities.
• Understand what we assume.
• Use standard-model assumptions.

Why has ROM-based cryptography not taken a similar direction?

Layered ROM-based cryptography: Our vision

UCE1

MLE

HC

PFOB

KDM

RKA

mUCE1

Random Oracle model

Same benefits as for pairings:
• Understand what we assume.
• Use standard-model assumptions.

UCE2

GB

...

...

D-PKE

Single and Multi-Stage Assumptions and achieving UCE in
the standard model
Let’s call a notion / assumption single-stage if it can be specified via an
interaction between a challenger and an adversary.
Multi-stage notions / assumptions include: PRIV / IND for D-PKE
[BBO,BFOR]; Proofs of Storage [RSS]; UCE; …
Wichs [Wi13] implies that proving UCE based on a single-stage
assumption may be hard. This does not rule out achieving it from multistage assumptions.

A Challenge
NSA Able to Foil Basic Safeguards of Privacy on Web
The New York Times (09/06/13)
The National Security Agency uses a variety of means to overcome encryption
technologies, such as supercomputers, technical strategies, court orders, and
persuasion … the documents show how the agency works with Internet
companies to compel them to comply with court orders, use their encryption keys,
or alter their software or hardware. The documents also reveal that NSA spends
more than $250 million annually … the documents show that NSA has cracked
much of the encryption technology that protects global commerce and banking
systems, trade secrets, and medical records, and secures the emails, Web
searches, Internet chats, and phone calls of users worldwide.

To Shaﬁ and Silvio	


For capturing the hearts and minds of a generation	

Well, mine at least …

Thank you!	


